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Abstract
This honors thesis project aimed to create a multi-sensory mural that nods to the African
immigrant experience and the overarching themes of idealistic American values. The purpose of
this project aims to give visual and audial representation to the perceptions of African
Immigrants on American societal issues/ideologies including topics such as; the lived experience
of immigrating, the individual relationships Africans hold towards the subject of immigration,
and how community and tribalism are closely interwoven with immigration. The guiding
question behind my thesis is: How does the ideality of America become perceived and
internalized through the eyes of African immigrants? The importance of this topic is held in
understanding how the communication of ideals impacts lived immigration experiences, and to
learn if Black minorities who weren’t raised in America feel a connection to Black-American
social struggles. This project will be displayed through a one-day, creative art installation with a
large-scale painting/aural experience as its primary medium.

Overview
Throughout the field of communication, and interdisciplinary among the vast areas of
focus within Social Science, there is a discussion on perception and pursuit of further
understanding of people's lived experiences. This study is focused on researching the differences
in perceptions/lived experiences between African immigrants and Black Americans when it
comes to social issues and racial disparities. This topic of interest is a burgeoning focus in many
different ethnic, psychology, and social science studies.
This thesis prospectus aims to cultivate a picture of African immigrants' experiences and
perspectives on societal issues in the US that have been popularized by Black American
communities. The importance of this study lies in understanding oppression transference, and
how the racial climate of North America can color the viewpoints of immigrants not privy to the
generational pain and suffering of the African Diaspora. This thesis aims to learn if African
immigrants who weren’t raised in North America and weren’t exposed to common racial
oppression feel a personal connection to Black American social struggles.
My ideal outcome for this project would be to; learn more about how African heritage
presents in America and within immigrant communities, highlight the social differences and
similarities of these communities, create a visually striking mural that can help to generate
additional conversations around immigration and racial equity work, and continue to explore
African communities and eventually publish more research on micro-minority cultures within the
U.S.
In looking at the applicability of my creative thesis, I imagine using my project as a point
of discussion and reflection with community members at Portland State University on the
importance of deepening your understanding of yourself. I want to delve into the topic of identity

and be able to hold reflective discourse on questions surrounding identity, and how the study of
it presents itself in academic spaces. My creative thesis is important because deepening ones
understanding of identity is an integral part of self-awareness and in turn, critical leadership
development. I want to live the practice of creativity in academia and facilitating that experience
is a critical point I want to make in my leadership development practice.
The idea of belonging is an incredibly multifaceted discussion (both specific to my
African Immigrant study and broader to the existential experience of exisiting). The essence of
this project is to look at common themes around belonging, and finding spaces in higher
education to be creative and more malleable/dynamic with rigorously academic materials than
they are traditional. This line of questioning are the kinds of conversations I will attempt to spark
with this project. I hope that members of the academic community will be interested in seeing
the piece and interacting with it once it’s displayed on our campus, allowing for a chance to have
organic conversations around the pieces symbolism and meaning to those who inquire during its
installation period.
Methodology
Materials
The productions needed in the installation piece were varied, and multi-textured. In
attempting to make the mural as kinesthetic as possible, I used a range of materials to create a 3D
quality to “The Sensory Woman.” Her headscarf was created by cutting and stripping wax paper
into thin, symmetrical strips that were crumpled and attached using a sealing glue. I used both
acrylic and oil paints layered over a several week period to create the illusion of textured skin,
lips, and eyes. I also used charcoal, high-pigment oil crayons, and foiled gold in addition to the

paints. The mural was 10 feet tall and approximately 16 feet wide. Refer to Appendix A for a
reference picture of the mural.

Installation Process
The thesis took roughly two and a half months to successfully complete, and went through
various processes to assemble it. The mural was in 10 separate pieces that were stitched together
at the installation site to creator the overall visage. There were buttons installed to the wall that
participants could press to listen to detailed lived experiences of four Cameroonians express their
perceptions on immigration and American Ideality in their native languages of Bassa and French.
There was also interactiv Cameroonian instruments participants could engage with and use
during the exhibit, and artifacts (including traditional masks, statues, and figures).
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APPENDIX A
Mural reference photo:

Conclusion
As the child of an immigrant, My thesis is an homage to my heritage growing up in a
cacophony of cultures and dialogues around identity and foreign notions surrounding the
"American dream." The guiding question behind my thesis is: How does the ideality of America
become perceived and internalized through the eyes of African immigrants?
The importance of this topic is held in understanding how the communication of ideals impacts
lived immigration experiences, and to learn if Black minorities who weren’t raised in America
feel a connection to Black-American social struggles. This project will work in tandem with my
honors thesis work and I’m excited to be able to express my topic through a creative medium
such as this large-scale painting/aural experience.

